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My husband, Terry, is a member of Royal Oak
Archers in Lake Orion, Michigan. He attends
the monthly meetings, works the shoots, goes out
on the course at 3D shoots, and helps out on
workdays. The only he thing he doesn’t do at the
club is shoot. You see, Terry has absolutely no
interest in shooting a bow. 

At this point, you’re probably wondering why
he joined an archery club and participates in
the activities, all without shooting. He can’t
possibly be having fun. Right? Actually, he
does have fun. We all do. I hope that those of
you with non-shooting family members can
find some inspiration in how the entire fami-
ly can enjoy archery.

Inclusion Matters
It is so easy to exclude those who do not share
your love of the sport. You just go and leave
the others at home. Think about how many
times you have gone to
a -D shoot with a cou-
ple of friends and left
the rest of the family at
home. When you got
home, you recounted
your day to the family.
(Okay, maybe just the
s. We know you leave
off those misses.)
Maybe you saw a fox or

a deer on the course. Maybe you just had a
really good time and it would have been nice
to have shared it with them. 

Families that do things together can share
not only the experiences, but the memories as
well. We all have heard the father-son hunting
or fishing stories or the mother-daughter
shopping trip stories. How often do you hear
the family -D shoot story or the family-at-
the-state-shoot story? Not very often. 

The strongest families are the ones that
do things together. Many families go to the
son’s football game or the daughter’s ballet
recital, the band and choir concerts, the plays.
The families support the activity, yet do not
participate. They cheer the participants on,
carry supplies and are a support system. These
family members fill roles for each other and
create the strongest of bonds. 

Archery as a Family Sport
We will begin as I did,
with a child who wants
to learn archery. No
one in our family (that
we knew of anyway)
was an archer. After
attending a science
camp where she was
introduced to archery,
Katie decided she want-
ed a bow for her twelfth
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birthday. Next thing we knew, we were at a local
archery shop buying a blue Mathews Genesis bow and
some Jazz arrows. We had no clue what we were
doing, but we took Katie to the range every Friday,
Saturday, and Sunday to practice. When she needed
breaks, Terry and I would take our turns with the
bow. 

After a few weeks, she joined a kids’ league on
Saturday mornings. Terry and I helped out with the
targets, pulling arrows for some of the smaller kids,
and calling the line.

By February, Katie had moved into a Browning
Micro Midas bow and decided to expand her hori-
zons by trying a -D shoot. The March  shoot at
Royal Oak Archers marked a turning point in our
lives. 

Since the ground was snow covered and slick,
and I had just gotten off of crutches from an ankle
injury, I stayed in the clubhouse while Terry took
Katie out on the course. It was there I met Lynn
Chalmers, the club’s JOAD coach. After explaining
the program, he invited Katie to come to the next
class on the following Saturday. By the end of that
class, Katie was using a release, we had learned about
draw weight, and length, and arrow spine, and we
were on our way.

The first few months of JOAD classes found
Terry and I doing a lot of sitting around. The range
was small and our main job was to stay out of the
way and try not to be incredibly bored. Just prior to
the state shoot, we decided lessons were in order.
Under Jim Morrow’s guidance, Katie progressed into
becoming state champion her first time out! 

Of course, she was still doing the -D shoots.
Terry would walk our black Labrador Retriever, Jade,
and pull arrows while I kept score. Our goal was just
to enjoy being in the woods together, the humans
enjoying the sights and sounds, the dog enjoying the
smells.

After a month of listening in on Katie’s lessons
with Jim (and feeling rather dumb when he would
ask me an archery-related question that I couldn’t
answer), I decided to get a bow and take some lessons
myself. Soon I was hooked and competing in tourna-
ments, too. Terry still wasn’t interested in shooting,
though.

The next -D shoot had Katie and I trying to
outdo each other, while Terry walked the dog, kept
score, pulled the arrows and tried to tame our com-
petitive spirits. We affectionately dubbed him, “Our
Caddy.” We still do the shoots together: Katie, Terry,
Jade (the dog), and I. I do believe, however, that Jade
has the most fun of any of us if her twitching nose
and wagging tail are any indication! 

Making Archery Fun for Non-Shooters
There are many roles non-archers can play that will
help them to be as involved with the sport as the
archers. Let’s take a look at a few of the more popu-
lar disciplines within the sport:

Practicing and Lessons
1.Set up the targets.
2.Help the archer warm up and get their equipment

set up.

Continued on the Next Page
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3.Track the number of arrows shot and where they
land.

4.Videotape practice and help the archer review the
tape to look for any problems.

5.Take notes of coaching comments, videotape
lessons (if the coach allows).

6.For distance shooting, train the family dog to help
find those rare arrows that miss the target. 

Target Archery (Tournaments and JOAD)
1.Carry equipment, set up targets, tents, and chairs,

prepare lunch (if it is an all-day event)
2.Learn to fletch arrows in the case of a failure dur-

ing a tournament
3.Create a target diagram (paper or computer) and,

using a spotting scope or binoculars, record where
arrows land to look for trends and keep a running
score.

4.Make sure the archer drinks plenty of fluids.
5.Check to see if the family dog is welcome, then

keep the dog leashed and take him/her for walks
during the tournament.

6.Be a cheerleader for the archer.

3-D and Field Archery
1.Keep score and pull arrows.
2.Estimate distances, especially for children or those

who have difficulty judging distances due to astig-
matism.

3.Carry water, snacks, insect repellent, and a first aid
kit. (What can I say, you always seem to need a
bandage when you don’t have one.) If the family
dog is allowed to come with you, get adoggy back-
pack and have the dog carry the supplies.

4.Look for lost arrows or stand guard while the
archer does the searching.

5.Be a cheerleader for the archer.
6.Enjoy nature with a friend.

Hunting
1.Carry equipment and supplies. Sorry Fido, you

need to stay home for this one.
2.Carry a back-up cell phone and a 2-way radio in

case of accident or to let the hunter know if “The
Big Brute” is coming.

3.Video hunt. Set up in a tree within view of the
hunter’s shooting lane and prepare the tape the
action. Reviewing the tape may help with tracking
the animal. (This is the way I plan to hunt with my
daughter.)

4.Photo hunt. Choose your own spot and take pho-
tos of the animals that come by.

5.Help track the animal. The more people on the
trail, the more efficient the tracking. My husband
and I may not hunt, but we know how to track in
the event our daughter gets a deer. 

6.Encourage the hunter.
7.Enjoy nature.

I’m sure you can come up with even more ways non-
archers can help out. The object is to include every-
one in the sport. You never know, you just might end
up having a really good time!
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